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Law
Lawyer of the week Theodore Boutrous Jr

A cliff-edge Brexit heralds uncertainty
for cross-border mergers
Theodore Boutrous Jr, a partner at
the Los Angeles office of Gibson
Dunn & Crutcher LLP, acted for Jim
Acosta, whose permanent press pass
to the White House was revoked on
November 7. In an emergency filing,
a judge issued a temporary
restraining order on November 16 to
restore Acosta’s press pass and
the White House restored the
permanent pass on
November 19.

and undermine freedom of the press.
The law and facts were on our side,
but nothing like this had happened
before. We knew that if we launched
the lawsuit we needed to win.

Two other lawyers named Theodore:
my father, Theodore Boutrous, Sr;
and my partner and mentor at this
firm, Theodore B Olson, the former
solicitor-general of the United States.

received? Think big — don’t let
conventional wisdom dictate your
decisions as a lawyer, or in life.

Which three qualities should
a lawyer have? Creativity, courage
and honesty.

What’s the best decision you’ve
What’s the funniest thing that has
taken as a lawyer? Joining this firm
happened to you as a lawyer? I
in 1987. It has been a wonderful
represented the comedian Jay Leno in What law would you enact? A
platform to handle, with
the Michael Jackson criminal trial. I
federal reporter’s privilege
outstanding colleagues, a wide
was on crutches with a broken foot.
protecting confidential journalistic
variety of matters with
Jay walked into the packed courtroom sources because the courts are not
commercial, political and
ahead of me, and they gave him the
providing adequate protection.
ALEC BURNSIDE
What were the main
social significance: from the
royal treatment, escorting him
challenges in this case? The
battle for marriage equality to
grandly through the doors; they then
How would you like to be
stakes were so high. The
the fight against out-of-control
let the doors slam on me. Jay used the remembered? As a lawyer who
revocation of Mr Acosta’s press
class action litigation.
video clip in his Tonight Show
helped protect liberty, freedom of
credentials was unprecedented
monologue to mock “star treatment”
the press and democracy.
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when a deal is signed
determines
whether
be that the UK is a separate market.
by the UK’s Competition and Markets
it needs an EU filing. Even if it was UK
The CMA estimates that its 2018 total
Authority might be triggered.
revenues that brought the deal into the
of 60 deals will increase by at least half,
At present, the EU Commission
EU net, Brussels will keep the case after
and maybe far more than that. And these
runs a one-stop shop for cross-border
March 29.
additional cases could well be meaty ones.
merger and acquisition deals of a certain
But UK review will no longer be
The UK will become an additional
size; above the EU threshold, a deal is
precluded by EU oversight. If the
filing jurisdiction for major international
notified only in Brussels, bypassing the
thresholds for UK examination are met,
deals – for the likes of Siemens-Alstom
need for individual national approvals
the CMA may also examine the deal –
or Dow-DuPont, for example. Until
across the union.
and it may want to because Brussels will
now these have been in the one-stop
The system became law during Sir
no longer address any UK problems.
Brussels shop.
Leon Brittan’s watch as EU competition
Ideally, businesses planning mergers
That spells a double burden – for
commissioner and has been a great
should notify in time for EU clearance
the public purse, and for companies
success: 414 cases were handled in 2018,
by March 29. But that is more easily
already navigating multiple filings across
compared with some 60 CMA cases.
said than done for those businesses that
the globe. Timelines for getting through
Under the proposed withdrawal
are not already far down that track.
the merger control process just got a
agreement, that system will stay in place
Alternatively, they should start a parallel
little longer – and the difficulty of coat least until the end of 2020, after which
dialogue with the CMA now.
ordinating outcomes a little taller.
there are rules for the orderly handover
Or businesses could simply wait
of work to the CMA.
until the Brexit dust settles – which
However, if the UK leaves without
may mean not signing a deal until April
Alec Burnside is a competition
a deal, there are no handover rules for
Fool’s Day. Waiting may or may not be
partner at the Brussels office of the
live cases. The CMA has just issued draft
an advantage, depending on which filings
US law firm Dechert
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